KeepHealthy101: RT @NCCAM: Do you use any complementary health practices, such as dietary supplements or yoga? Do you talk to your doctor about them? #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

KeepHealthy101: RT @NCCAM: Did you know nearly 40 percent of Americans use some kind of complementary health practice? #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

Elnaturaal: RT @NCCAM: Did you know nearly 40 percent of Americans use some kind of complementary health practice? #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

pacienterenalhg: RT @AHRQNews: Not sure what to ask your doctor or nurse? Check out our #questions and build your own list at http://t.co/1vbfsnhP#nccamchat
about 1 month ago

absolutedancer: “@womenshealth “@NCCAM Did you know nearly 40 percent of Americans use some kind of complementary health practice? #nccamchat”
about 1 month ago

Tideliar: RT @david_colquhoun: Spend another $ 1 bn without useful result? RT @NCCAM: ..may be interested in reading our strategic plan http://t.co/JMQzELf0#nccamchat
about 1 month ago

drkehagias: RT @NCCAM: Do you use any complementary health practices, such as dietary supplements or yoga? Do you talk to your doctor about them? #nccamchat
about 1 month ago
OKCWellNet: RT @NCCAM: Did you know nearly 40 percent of Americans use some kind of complementary health practice? #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

dcapurro: RT @AHRQNews: Doctors and nurses don’t read minds, you have to ask them #questions. Learn more here http://t.co/JFJd185m #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

RemedyAKARemi: RT @NCCAM: Did you know nearly 40 percent of Americans use some kind of complementary health practice? #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

Watchdogsniffer: RT @NCCAM: Did you know nearly 40 percent of Americans use some kind of complementary health practice? #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

Blue_Wode: RT @david_colquhoun: Spend another $ 1 bn without useful result? RT @NCCAM: ..may be interested in reading our strategic planhttp://t.co/JMQzELf0 #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

christheneck: @jblaska Straight back atcha. Run away, little man. #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

jblaska: @christheneck Ignorance is not an arguement. Thanks for playing#nccamchat
about 1 month ago

christheneck: @jblaska: 10,000 different protocols not proved to work therefore no medicine works? Please try harder. #nccamchat
about 1 month ago
@jblaska CAM = 10,000 different protocols, manipulating data to blanket statement an entire field = no medicine works #nccamchat

@christheneck tiny amount of research supporting CAM therefore it works = belief system. belongs with "world is flat" #nccamchat

@jblaska generalizations re: no research supporting CAM = gross oversimplification, belongs with "world is flat" #nccamchat

@ahrqnews Are you a doctor or nurse who wants to engage patients? Learn how to start the conversation http://t.co/owOmD7xT #nccamchat

@AHRQNews Are you a doctor or nurse who wants to engage your patients? Learn how to start the conversation http://t.co/jZ0DDw3X #nccamchat

Do you use any complementary health practices, such as dietary supplements or yoga? Do you talk to your doctor about them? #nccamchat

@nccam Did you know nearly 40 percent of Americans use some kind of complementary health practice? #nccamchat

@ahrqnews Are you a doctor or nurse who wants to engage patients? Learn how to start the conversation http://t.co/Idr8eTlw #nccamchat
@AHRQNews: Are you a doctor or nurse who wants to engage your patients? Learn how to start the conversation here http://t.co/jZ0DDw3X #nccamchat

Bill Lee says that asking his doctor questions saved his life. Watch here: http://t.co/72P4DjwN #nccamchat

@AHRQNews: Are you a doctor or nurse who wants to engage your patients? Learn how to start the conversation http://t.co/GIW2CH3V #nccamchat

Dr. Ashesh Patel knows that good communication between patients & their doctor leads to better care http://t.co/8fYG8OVm #nccamchat

Once again, thanks for participating! Hope to chat with you next month. #nccamchat

Agreed. Do you have a point? #nccamchat

Spend another $ 1 bn without useful result? RT @NCCAM: ..may be interested in reading our strategic plan http://t.co/JMQzELf0 #nccamchat

@David_Colquhoun you may be interested in reading our strategic plan http://t.co/Xe0yaZcb #nccamchat
Confirmation bias is simple & apathetic, dealing w/real world understanding and real lives requires thoughtful #nccamchat

NCCAM: @AHRQNews thank you for participating and sharing your information! #nccamchat

AHRQNews: @nccam Thanks for hosting the chat! #nccamchat

NCCAM: We hope you can join us for next month’s chat! http://t.co/idJh3TNn#nccamchat

Stopcancernow: RT @womenshealth: Join #NCCAMchat live at 12:30 pm ET to get your complementary & alternative medicine questions answered!

NCCAM: And participants, please continue to share questions, info, and what is working for you via Twitter and Facebook @NCCAM #nccamchat

NCCAM: You can review the archive using #NCCAMchat after the event #nccamchat

CTHealth: RT @ahrgnews: Dr. Ashesh Patel knows that good communication between patients & doctor leads to better care http://t.co/aUgSd677 #nccamchat
DrFerdowsi: RT @NCCAM: Providers can find more information (including practice guidelines) in our provider portal http://t.co/0zYE7Jz4 #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: If you would like to review this chat, please search under #NCCAMchat or go to http://t.co/PZg033RH #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

stephfears: RT @NCCAM: Talk to ur provider about evidence 4 complementary practices, 4 the latest research results click here http://t.co/pNv4NAVu #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: Thank you for participating in our TwitterChat. Please continue to share your thoughts at @NCCAM & #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: Providers can find more information (including practice guidelines) in our provider portal http://t.co/0zYE7Jz4 #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: Talk to ur provider about evidence 4 complementary practices, 4 the latest research results click here http://t.co/pNv4NAVu #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

MHINute: RT @AHRQNews: Are you a doctor or nurse who wants to engage your patients? Learn how to start the conversation here http://t.co/jZ0DDw3X #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

christheneck: @jblaska Lack of evidence is a problem, but I'm not the source of that problem. Please try harder. #nccamchat
about 1 month ago
AHRQNews: Are you a doctor or nurse who wants to engage your patients? Learn how to start the conversation here [http://t.co/jZ0DDw3X](http://t.co/jZ0DDw3X) #nccamchat

DrFerdowsi: RT @AHRQNews: Dr. Ashesh Patel knows that good communication between patients & their doctor leads to better care [http://t.co/8fYG8OVm](http://t.co/8fYG8OVm) #nccamchat

wbtphdjd: RT @NCCAM: NCCAM research is generating evidence on what the science says so people can make informed decisions [http://t.co/Pxg59Izp](http://t.co/Pxg59Izp)#nccamchat

SanGMemorial: RT @NCCAM: Do you use any complementary health practices, such as dietary supplements or yoga? Do you talk to your doctor about them? #nccamchat

david_colquhoun: You still haven't answered mine! RT @NCCAM: We will be closing the live chat in 10 mins but will continue to answer ... #nccamchat

jblaska: Yawn...Problem, meet source >> MT @christheneck: Tip 5: Ask Dr if there is evidence, If yes, consider changing your Dr. #nccamchat

KentBottles: RT @AHRQNews: Dr. Ashesh Patel knows that good communication between patients & their doctor leads to better care [http://t.co/8fYG8OVm](http://t.co/8fYG8OVm) #nccamchat

AHRQNews: Dr. Ashesh Patel knows that good communication between patients & their doctor leads to better care [http://t.co/8fYG8OVm](http://t.co/8fYG8OVm) #nccamchat
steffh senses: RT @NCCAM: For more information on the ‘Time to Talk’ campaign, click here to read a message from our Director - http://t.co/n9Z9aZ1d #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: We will be closing the live chat in 10 mins but will continue to answer the questions that come in before 1:30pm #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

DrFerdowsi: RT @NCCAM: We also have a lot of great resources for patients, health care providers & community organizers here - http://t.co/DvAAjSp5#nccamchat
about 1 month ago

HetallllP: RT @NCCAM: Did you know nearly 40 percent of Americans use some kind of complementary health practice? #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: We also have a lot of great resources for patients, health care providers & community organizers here - http://t.co/DvAAjSp5 #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: For more information on the ‘Time to Talk’ campaign, click here to read a message from our Director - http://t.co/n9Z9aZ1d #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

NJHA New Jersey Hospital Association

NJHospitals: RT @AHRQNews Doctors and nurses don’t read minds, you have to ask them questions. Learn more: http://t.co/EvhwVqry #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

DoctorBokhari: RT @AHRQNews: Doctors and nurses don’t read minds, you have to ask them #questions. Learn more here http://t.co/JFJd185m #nccamchat
about 1 month ago
NCCAM: Do you have any questions about these easy tips for starting the conversation? #nccamchat

christheneck: Tip 5: Ask your Doctor if there is evidence for your Complementary Medicine. If the answer is yes, consider changing your Doctor. #nccamchat

NCCAM: Tip 3: Make sure you, or someone on the medical team in the practice, initiates the conversation #nccamchat

NCCAM: Tip 2: Ask patients to bring a list of all therapies they use, including prescription, over-the-counter, & dietary supplements #nccamchat

NCCAM: Tip 1: Include a question about use of complementary health practices on medical history forms #nccamchat

david_colquhoun: According to NCCAM they are wasting their money! RT @jblaska: 120+ million use CAM in US -$8/person to help them stay informed;#nccamchat

NCCAM: Health care providers can easily help start the conversation too – here are some tips specifically for providers #nccamchat

EvrspringLiving: RT @NCCAM: NCCAM research is generating evidence on what the science says so people can make informed decisions http://t.co/Pxg59Izp #nccamchat
jblaska: @david_colquhoun 120+ million use CAM in US at abt $8/person to help them stay informed; seen far more waste less justified #nccamchat

about 1 month ago

NCCAM: Are there any other tips you have for discussing complementary health practices with your health care provider? #nccamchat

about 1 month ago

myerschiro: RT @NCCAM: Do you use any complementary health practices, such as dietary supplements or yoga? Do you talk to your doctor about them?#nccamchat

about 1 month ago

Wholesome4u: @NCCAM yes! being INFORMED is the key. #nccamchat

about 1 month ago

stephfears: RT @NCCAM: Do you have any questions for our expert, Dr. Hopp? He’s here to help! #nccamchat

about 1 month ago

AHRQNews: Bill Lee says that asking his doctor #questions saved his life. Watch his video here: http://t.co/3zPgkqMh #nccamchat

about 1 month ago

NCCAM: The March NCCAM Clinical Digest addresses this same topic – check it out here http://t.co/aJWmR5sA #nccamchat

about 1 month ago

AlyssaJoy71: RT @NCCAM: Has your health care provider ever asked if you are using complementary health practices? #nccamchat

about 1 month ago
katydanielson: RT @AHRQNews: Doctors and nurses don’t read minds, you have to ask them #questions. Learn more here http://t.co/JFJd185m nccamchat about 1 month ago

Wholesome4u: RT @NCCAM research is generating evidence on what the science says so people can make informed decisions http://t.co/Z7we6Tah nccamchat about 1 month ago

katydanielson: RT @NCCAM: NCCAM research is generating evidence on what the science says so people can make informed decisions http://t.co/Pxg59Izp nccamchat about 1 month ago

stephfears: RT @NCCAM: Has your health care provider ever asked if you are using complementary health practices? nccamchat about 1 month ago

WestatHC: Great question! RT @NCCAM: Has your health care provider ever asked if you are using complementary health practices? nccamchat about 1 month ago

david_colquhoun: True but the evidence is all negative RT @NCCAM: NCCAM research is generating evidence on what the science says nccamchat about 1 month ago

NCCAM: Has your health care provider ever asked if you are using complementary health practices? nccamchat about 1 month ago

NCCAM: NCCAM research is generating evidence on what the science says so people can make informed decisions http://t.co/Pxg59Izp nccamchat about 1 month ago
arclight: RT @david_colquhoun: NCCAM has spent over $1 billion of US taxpayers' money. Please tell me what it has discovered to justify that cost? #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

AHRQNews: Doctors and nurses don't read minds, you have to ask them #questions. Learn more here http://t.co/JFJd185m #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

david_colquhoun: NCCAM has spent over $1 billion of US taxpayers' money. Please tell me what it has discovered to justify that cost? #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: @Wholesome4u being an informed consumer & talking 2 ur doctor is being empowered-visit our safety portal http://t.co/uqDWhV2a #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

jblaska: Having the appropriate conversation is so important, when patients hide info or practitioners shun info then we have problems #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

JannaAndrewsMD: RT @NCCAM: Do you use any complementary health practices, such as dietary supplements or yoga? Do you talk to your doctor about them? #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

SurreyChiro: RT @NCCAM: Do you use any complementary health practices, such as dietary supplements or yoga? Do you talk to your doctor about them? #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

david_colquhoun: According to NCCAM's own "what the science says" most CAM doesn't work so why does NCCAM still exist? #nccamchat
**Wholesome4u**: @NCCAM our concern is that people have 'outsourced' their health decisions, and don't feel empowered #nccamchat

**AHRQNews**: Not sure what to ask your doctor or nurse? Check out our #questions and build your own list at http://t.co/1vbfsnhP #nccamchat

**NCCAM**: Do you have any questions for our expert, Dr. Hopp? He’s here to help! #nccamchat

**WestatHC**: RT @NCCAM: Tip 4: Don’t wait for your providers to ask about any complementary health practice you are using #nccamchat

**NCCAM**: Tip 4: Don’t wait for your providers to ask about any complementary health practice you are using #nccamchat

**WestatHC**: RT @NCCAM: Tip 3: If you are considering a new complementary health practice, ask questions #nccamchat

**NCCAM**: @jblaska thanks for the tips & participating! #nccamchat

**NCCAM**: Tip 3: If you are considering a new complementary health practice, ask questions #nccamchat
AdvanceMattapan: RT @NCCAM: Do you use any complementary health practices, such as dietary supplements or yoga? Do you talk to your doctor about them? #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: .@Wholesome4u our biggest concerns are what is safe and what does the science say. What are your concerns? #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

jblaska: RT @NCCAM: Did you know nearly 40 percent of Americans use some kind of complementary health practice? #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

AHRQNews: Christina Cyphers says that asking her doctor #questions led to an accurate diagnosis. Watch her story here http://t.co/NUXWgNcv #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

jblaska: . @NCCAM @BeArbonne All herb Rx should be based on diagnosis not just symptoms, this is where herbs become unsafe or ineffective #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: .@katydanielson there can be safety concerns w/ mixing supps. and drugs - talking can more effectively coordinate your care #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

Wholesome4u: RT @NCCAM: Tip 2: At each visit, be sure to tell your providers about what complementary health approaches you are using #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

Wholesome4u: RT @NCCAM: Tip 1: List the complementary health practices you use on your patient history form #nccamchat
rexkuntz: RT @NCCAM: Do you use any complementary health practices, such as dietary supplements or yoga? Do you talk to your doctor about them? #nccamchat

womenshealth: RT @NCCAM: Do you use any complementary health practices, such as dietary supplements or yoga? Do you talk to your doctor about them? #nccamchat

Wholesome4u: @NCCAM understood, thx. #nccamchat what do you see as people’s biggest concerns when it comes to CAM?

WestatHC: RT @NCCAM: Tip 2: At each visit, be sure to tell your providers about what complementary health approaches you are using #nccamchat

WestatHC: RT @NCCAM: Tip 1: List the complementary health practices you use on your patient history form #nccamchat

WestatHC: RT @NCCAM: There are four tips for starting the complementary health practices conversation with your health care provider. Here they are! #nccamchat

katydanielson: Why should we disclose the use of these practices? #nccamchat

NCCAM: Tip 2: At each visit, be sure to tell your providers about what complementary health approaches you are using #nccamchat
NCCAM: Tip 1: List the complementary health practices you use on your patient history form #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: There are four tips for starting the complementary health practices conversation with your health care provider. Here they are! #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

MichelleLunarmm: RT @NCCAM: Did you know nearly 40 percent of Americans use some kind of complementary health practice? #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: @Wholesome4u our goal is not to increase use, but allow people to make more informed decisions about complementary practices #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

CapSite: RT @AHRQNews: #AHRQ research shows that asking #questions helps improve health care quality. Learn more here http://t.co/4rrJdakM #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: @BeArbonne note there are safety concerns with some (i.e. black cohosh) so talk to your provider first #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: @BeArbonne you can find information about hot flashes and complementary health practices here - http://t.co/p1WoZJqf #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

osayi4christ: RT @NCCAM: Did you know nearly 40 percent of Americans use some kind of complementary health practice? #nccamchat
about 1 month ago
JanelleBelieves: RT @NCCAM: Did you know nearly 40 percent of Americans use some kind of complementary health practice? #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

mic2112: RT @NCCAM: Did you know nearly 40 percent of Americans use some kind of complementary health practice? #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

OMGAternMed: RT @NCCAM: Do you use any complementary health practices, such as dietary supplements or yoga? Do you talk to your doctor about them? #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

Wholesome4u: @NCCAM in your opinion, what is the biggest challenge in getting more people to use natural approaches for healing & health? #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

dr_rav4u: RT @NCCAM: Did you know nearly 40 percent of Americans use some kind of complementary health practice? #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

BeArbonne: #NCCAMchat replacement hormones for hot-flashes in a natural way- suggestions
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: Do you use any complementary health practices, such as dietary supplements or yoga? Do you talk to your doctor about them? #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: When patients & providers talk about their use of complementary health practices, they can more effectively manage their health #nccamchat
about 1 month ago
womenshealth: RT @NCCAM: Did you know nearly 40 percent of Americans use some kind of complementary health practice? #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: This month we launched a new tips series ‘Time to Talk’ to encourage the discussion between health care providers and patients #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

WestatHC: RT @NCCAM: Did you know nearly 40 percent of Americans use some kind of complementary health practice? #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: The issue is most patients do not proactively disclose use of complementary health practices to their health care providers #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

AHRQNews: #AHRQ research shows that asking #questions helps improve health care quality. Learn more here http://t.co/4rrJdakM #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: Did you know nearly 40 percent of Americans use some kind of complementary health practice? #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: We study the safety and effectiveness of complementary health products and tell the public about the results. #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

christheneck: Oh dear oh dear oh dear > "improving the dialogue between patients & health care providers on complementary practices" #nccamchat
about 1 month ago
NCCAM: If you have trouble posting, you can send tweets directly to @NCCAM and we'll retweet #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

joyousjackie: RT @womenshealth: Join #NCCAMchat live at 12:30 pm ET to get your complementary & alternative medicine questions answered!
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: We are using #NCCAMchat for the chat. Please include it in your tweets #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: Please note that we can't provide medical advice. #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: Dr. Hopp will be on-hand to answer any of your more technical or medical questions #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: Dr. Hopp is an expert in the field of herb-drug interactions and pharmacognosy #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

christheneck: Oh dear. @NCCAM (US Federal Agency) setting up #nccamchat to explore best way for Alt-Med peddlars to sell their woo. Dangerous/inexplicable
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: I'm also pleased to be joined today by NCCAM Program Officer, Dr. Craig Hopp #nccamchat
about 1 month ago
theHealingNet: RT @womenshealth: Join #NCCAMchat live at 12:30 pm ET to get your complementary & alternative medicine questions answered!
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: I'm Christine from NCCAM & I'm looking forward to taking your questions and comments about this vital dialogue #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: Welcome to our TwitterChat on improving the dialogue between patients & health care providers on complementary practices #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

womenshealth: Join #NCCAMchat live at 12:30 pm ET to get your complementary & alternative medicine questions answered!
about 1 month ago

katydanielson: RT @AlyssaJoy71: Join @nccam chat today 12:30 ET about provider/patient comms. Expert in #herb /drug interactions on hand. #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: Twitter's operations are often affected by the number of users. Lag times may occur in posting that can’t be avoided by the Chat #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: We ask that participants be respectful of others during this chat #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: The focus of this chat is patient-provider discussion of complementary practices #nccamchat
about 1 month ago
NCCAM: If you have a question and want to tweet during the chat, be sure your tweets are not protected #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: We are using #NCCAMchat for the chat. Please include it in tweets#nccamchat
about 1 month ago

NCCAM: The purpose of this event is to discuss how patients & health care providers can open up a dialogue about complementary practices #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

AlyssaJoy71: Join @nccam chat today 12:30 ET about provider/patient comms. Expert in #herb /drug interactions on hand. #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

AHRQNews: RT @nccam #NCCAMchat Today 12:30 ET chat w/ us about patient-provider interaction & ask ?s about pharmacognosy & herb-drug interactions
about 1 month ago

NeuropathyAssoc: RT @NCCAM: #NCCAMchat Today 12:30 ET, chat w/ us about patient-provider interaction & ask an expert in pharmacognosy & herb-drug interactions your Qs
about 1 month ago

christinecotter: Want to learn about talking to your doc about complementary health practices? Join me & my #client @NCCAM at 1230pm #nccamchat
about 1 month ago

TLSavage2: @nccam: Join experts at 12:30pm ET for #nccamchat on how to discuss in complementary health practices w/your doctor. http://t.co/jyx6nzwz
DrAttai: RT @NCCAM: #NCCAMchat Today 12:30 ET, chat w/ us about patient-provider interaction & ask an expert in pharmacognosy & herb-drug interactions your Qs

WestatHC: RT @NCCAM: #NCCAMchat Today 12:30 ET, chat w/ us about patient-provider interaction & ask an expert in pharmacognosy & herb-drug interactions your Qs

WestatHC: Don't forget to join our #client @NCCAM today at 12:30pm ET for their next twitter chat! We'll be using #nccamchat. Hope to see you there!

NCCAM: Thanks for the RT @wannaBwell RE: today's Twitter Chat on patient-provider dialogue on complementary approaches #nccamchat

NCCAM: #NCCAMchat Today 12:30 ET, chat w/ us about patient-provider interaction & ask an expert in pharmacognosy & herb-drug interactions your Qs

Neuropathy_talk: RT @NCCAM: Don't forget about our Twitter Chat this Friday at 12:30 pm ET. Join at #nccamchat http://t.co/e28NYr0D

NeuropathyAssoc: RT @NCCAM: Don't forget about our Twitter Chat this Friday at 12:30 pm ET. Join at #nccamchat http://t.co/e28NYr0D

ajoys814: RT @NCCAM: Don't forget about our Twitter Chat this Friday at 12:30 pm ET. Join at #nccamchat http://t.co/e28NYr0D
BlizzyBe: RT @NCCAM: Don’t forget about our Twitter Chat this Friday at 12:30 pm ET. Join at #nccamchat http://t.co/e28NYr0D

stephfears: Dr. Craig Hopp, expert in the field of herb/drug interactions, will be chatting Friday at 12:30 ET. @NCCAM #nccamchat

WestatHC: RT @NCCAM: Don’t forget about our Twitter Chat this Friday at 12:30 pm ET. Join at #nccamchat http://t.co/e28NYr0D

stephfears: RT @NCCAM: Don’t forget about our Twitter Chat this Friday at 12:30 pm ET. Join at #nccamchat http://t.co/e28NYr0D

johnsonll: RT @NCCAM: Don’t forget about our Twitter Chat this Friday at 12:30 pm ET. Join at #nccamchat http://t.co/e28NYr0D

LynnAWiensMD: RT @NCCAM: Don’t forget about our Twitter Chat this Friday at 12:30 pm ET. Join at #nccamchat http://t.co/e28NYr0D

womenshealth: RT @NCCAM: Don’t forget about our Twitter Chat this Friday at 12:30 pm ET. Join at #nccamchat http://t.co/e28NYr0D

NCCAM: Don’t forget about our Twitter Chat this Friday at 12:30 pm ET. Join at#nccamchat http://t.co/e28NYr0D
AlyssaJoy71: @NCCAM next chat this Friday at 12:30 ET. Topic: patient/provider communications and complementary health. Do you talk? #nccamchat

socialibriumm: RT @WestatHC: Next Friday, our client @NCCAM will host another Twitter Chat about their time to talk campaign! Join us @ 12:30pm#nccamchat

wannaBwell: #nccamchat w/ Dr. Craig Hopp, expert on herb/drug interaction, during @NCCAM'S Time to Talk on 3/30. http://t.co/OzV2AdYV@CRN_Supplements

Amy2913: RT @AmericanPain: Join National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine @NCCAM for a Twitter chat Friday March 30 @ 12:30pm EDT #nccamchat

NCCAM: @OncLive We're hosting a @NCCAM Twitter Chat on patient-provider dialogue on complementary practices this Friday, 12:30 ET #nccamchat

katydanielson: NCCAM chat this Friday 12:30 ET on patient/provider communication. http://t.co/o9O89CO4 #nccamchat

NCCAM: @SusannahFox You & your colleagues may be interested in @NCCAM Twitter Chat on patient-provider dialogue this Friday, 12:30 ET #nccamchat